
You might enjoy the notion of having walls coated with enticing other kinds of wall art and canvas prints, if you
are an art lover.

There. How many times have you walked into museum or a home and been taken in by what appears on the walls.

I have a friend who has a canvas painting hanging in her guest room. Each time I walk into that room, I can't help
but be drawn in by that painting. It's colorful, bright and cheery. And I want it.

But, quality art paintings and prints are costly! Unless you're living with a budget which enables hundreds or
thousands of dollars a month in discretionary income, you might not be able to justify spending a great deal of
cash on an art collection.

There are ways without spending a fortune, that you can buy canvas prints.

How to Buy Canvas Prints

One of the potential difficulties with canvas prints is that they can be super expensive as I mentioned previously.
It's not uncommon to find canvas prints that cost hundreds of dollars apiece.

I guess that is fine if you have an unlimited budget. However, for most of us spending a few hundred dollars on a
canvas print is simply not feasible.

Spending a month's worth of grocery money on a canvas print isn't your choice.

Here's a list of websites that sell canvas prints for cheaper than you may think. There are.

And I'll try and share as much as I can about what each company charges for shipping, etc. as well.

Pre-designed canvas prints are nice if you're looking for a specific theme like Art Deco, Impressionism, etc.. The
DIY canvas prints can be a great way to add personalization to your art collection.

Or, you can make one which shows a picture of a character scene or in your location.

Whatever your art style or home décor style prefers, you will find affordable canvas prints out there for you. Below
are some of the websites to check out to buy those prints.

1. Canvas on the Cheap

Canvas on the Affordable specializes in DIY canvas prints. You upload your preferred photograph that is high-



quality, they make it into a canvas print of dimensions.

As you can see, the size selection can fit any décor style. You can see it in any of the various canvas sizes, Once
you upload the photo.

So you can see the edges of the print will look, you can tilt the picture. This is a wonderful feature of the site which
I found really helpful.

Bonus: you could include extras like a wall mount, framing or a wall hanging system. Quality wrap can be
requested by you for protection.

Shipping with the corporation will vary based on the size of the photograph you choose to order. You can choose
to expedite shipping but it is going to cost you money.

I've actually ordered from this business. I chose a photo of my four kids to have converted into a 16×20 canvas
print. The company did a great job, and the print came fast: within 10 days.

Bonus: my print came in a sturdy box that helped ensure it was from shipping damage free. I have the print
hanging on a wall in my living room, and I get compliments on it.

People are always shocked when I tell them how the print was to get done. These DIY prints will make a excellent
gift for grandparents and others. Affordable and nice quality.

1. Virtosu Fine Art

The team in Virtosu Art Gallery offers museum quality.

Virtosuart.com prints are more expensive than some of the other places we've mentioned, but the company says
the museum quality of the prints makes them worth the purchase price.

Bonus: they were offering a 15% discount or free shipping When I checked the site for this guide! Virtosuart.com is
your place for art collectors and corporate art customers.

2. Paint Your Life

Paint Your Life is a company that will turn your picture into a painted masterpiece. Bonus: they charge a good deal
less than most artists or companies do for portraits.

And, they have a money back guarantee. The process for getting your image turned into a painted canvas portrait
is simple.

You start choosing the medium you want the painting

oil

acrylic

charcoal

watercolor



pastel

pencil

You can pick the artist that you want to make your portrait too. The website has bios for each artist you may
browse. Next, you upload your photo and include any directions for the artist.

You can have them remove items, combine photographs or make other changes. The artist uses your directions to
create a digitally enhanced photo. As soon as you've approved the improved photograph, they get to work
creating it in the medium you selected.

You will get updates along the way as you like and you can asks as many revisions. Your artist will keep working
until you're content with the final product.

In addition, you simply need to put 10% down to start, and they have interest-free financing options for selections
over $99.

3. Redbubble

Perhaps you have heard of Redbubble? Redbubble is another site where artists are encouraged to upload their
artwork. Redbubble then does the work of turning the custom artwork into goods for sale.

Lots of the artists will turn their artwork into t-shirts, mugs, pillows -- and yes, canvas prints. The costs here are
more expensive than you would find at Canvas on the Cheap or Dresslily. They're still affordable.

I found 12×8 prints available starting at the $48 range. You'll pay shipping and handling of course, depending on
weight and the size of what you purchase. Bonus hardware is included with most canvas print orders.

This is a great place to shop for canvas prints if you're craving and/or quirkiness that is originality in your house
décor.

4. Easy Canvas Prints

Easy Canvas Prints works to Canvas on the Cheap. By uploading your photo, you begin. From there, you can pick
the size you want, the border.

Or, you can ask for a custom size and get an immediate quote.

They'll show you what it will look like, Once you upload the photo you would like printed on canvas. When you're
content with the results your approval is given by you, and Easy Canvas Prints has to work.

And if you look, you might be able to find coupon codes on the website or on bargains on Groupon for even
more affordable prints.

Another terrific feature: you can get your finished canvas print in as little as two days.

5. Canvas People

Museum quality photo canvas prints are offered by the group at Canvas People.

Prints here are more expensive than some of the places we have mentioned, but the company says they are made



by that the museum quality of these prints worth the purchase price.

Besides quality canvas prints, Canvas People offers photo enhancement choices too. You can get your prints done
in black a Sepia enhancement and choice.

Bonus: When I checked the website for this article, they were offering a 25% discount and free shipping! People
that are canvas promises speedy delivery too -- a great benefit when you're ordering a present.

6. Art.com

Art.com sells all types of varying artwork, and they will do DIY canvas prints also. You can choose from framed
canvas, unframed canvas or canvas collections. Sets are sets of a couple of prints which make up a group of
pictures that are similar/coordinating or one large picture.

You can choose from a variety of pre-designed prints. They had plenty of Impressionism and watercolor prints,
prints made from photographs and other styles of artwork as well.

The prices here were quite a bit higher than Canvas on the Cheap. Most pre-designed prints began at around $50.

Handling and shipping charges varied depending on what sort of print you are ordering and how fast you want to
receive it.

7. DeviantArt

DeviantArt is a website. If you're an artist, you can upload and showcase your art just for fun or for the
vulnerability. Or, you can opt to sell framed canvas art your art to discerning customers.

What does this mean for the art aficionado who wants a group of art that is thought-provoking? Simply this is a
great website for finding super original canvas prints.

You can buy prints in picture form, as a print or as a canvas print. Prices will be different, but I found most artists'
prices to be reasonable. I discovered 12×18 canvas prints selling in the $35-range.

DeviantArt doesn't sell the DIY prints where you can upload your photo and convert it into a canvas print. They do
have an expansive choice of art you won't find on art sites.

There, if you purchase one of these prints for your home or office. You get a massive choice of canvas Since you
are shopping from artists that are largely unknown.

Bonus: you get to support up-and-coming artists working to turn their craft.

8. Minted

Minted is a site that sells a fun combination including canvas prints, of stationery, wedding invitations and house
décor.

They do have a large selection of ideas for turning your personalized photographs into other or framed creations.
Minted doesn't appear to sell DIY canvas prints, but they've canvas prints that are pre-designed.

For an additional cost you can choose to have your print framed.

https://www.virtosuart.com/fine-art/canvas-prints


When I checked the site's shipping page, it said that all unframed art ships for $3.95 for the first item. Unframed
items are said to ship at no charge.

Canvas prints will cost you additional shipping fees.

9. Dresslily

Dresslily sells many different items including home décor and accessories, clothes, shoes, and handbags. Their
pre-made canvas prints are some of the most inexpensive I've seen.

You will see a good deal of themed options for canvas prints when you look on their site. To flowers to travel,
from landscape, they have got a wide selection available. And it's not unusual to find prints there for under $15
before tax or shipping.

However, on many of the prints (but not all) there is a disclaimer that reads"Product photography is for example
purposes only. The product sold may have minor physical differences based on manufacturer specifications,
manufacturing batch, etc..

Before you purchase, keep this in mind.

10. Etsy

Etsy, the famous DIY artists' site, sells canvas prints also. I found many alternatives for canvas prints on the
website.

The website is big so I could have missed it, but I couldn't find artists that could turn your uploaded photo into a
canvas print.

I did find other interesting options, such as an artist who would take your favorite photo and paint it on canvas. I
found a couple of artists who will take your saying and publish it.

All of these choices were available in varying sizes. The prices varied depending on the artist. As could be expected
for a custom painting, Evidently, the hand-painted photo canvases were a bit on the side.

The pre-designed canvas prints and the custom saying canvases were very reasonably priced.

As far as handling and shipping goes, you will pay whatever the artist determines on their site. Artists attempt to
be fair when charging handling and shipping costs.

11. Society 6

Society 6 works kind of like Redbubble because they help artists sell their works. Artist designs can be bought by
you on a variety of products such as tapestries, comforters, phone cases and yes.

Were enjoyable and entertaining. This site offered prints as well as photos made from paintings.

Prices were somewhat higher on this sitethe majority of canvas prints started in the range. However, this is not a
price that is bad when you are talking original and unique art.

Many of the artists they feature on this site have a flair for the unusual. By way of example, one artist sold canvas
prints of actors' heads on the bodies of famous historical characters.



As with other sites, if you're looking for canvas prints, this might be a excellent site.

Handling and shipping prices vary based upon your order.


